
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear families, 

If your child(ren) is in 9A1 or 9B1, they will be taking part in Food Technology practical lessons this term and will be 

making a variety of dishes. We realise that providing the smaller amounts of ingredients, such as oil or spices, can 

sometimes be quite difficult to transport to school, and more costly if the remaining ingredients are not used at home.  

To help with organisation of ingredients and reduce costs, the food department can provide some of these ingredients 

in class at small cost, please see the list below.    

If you wish to purchase these ingredients from school, please pay the one-off cost of £1 on ParentPay and allocate it 

to the appropriate section as soon as possible to ensure we can provide sufficient for each class.   

Year 9 Item 

Spinach, Potato and Chickpea Curry  
Curry paste 

Oil  

Swiss roll 
Extra sugar for sprinkling 

Greaseproof paper  

Mini quiche  
Salt and pepper  

Parsley  

Spring rolls   

Soy sauce 

Oil – 1tsp and 50mls 

Greaseproof paper  

Pizza  1 level teaspoon salt  

½ sachet of quick acting yeast 

1 tablespoon oil  

Pinch oregano 

Greaseproof paper 

 

Further points to consider for practical lessons (which will be discussed with students prior to lessons): 

• Recipes will be posted on SMHW the week before and students will be asked to read though the recipe to ensure 

they have an idea of the process. This will save us a little time in class.   

• Please provide a container large enough to take home the practical work, please label with name and tutor group. 

• Perishable foods will be placed separately into the school fridge. Please place into a separate, small freezer bag, 

please label with name and tutor group. 

• Please provide your child with a school apron for the practical lesson. An apron is part of a student’s equipment; 

therefore, an equipment detention will be given if forgotten (if you are awaiting a delivery, please let me know by 

email).   

• Please ensure your child weighs all ingredients at home as we have limited time for the practical.  

• Please feel free to make adaptions to the recipes to suit your tastes and dietary needs, however I would ask that 

all students follow the same method and not find alternative recipes. This will help with management of the 

practical lesson. There are ideas for adaptions on the recipes. 



• Providing ingredients is part of a student’s equipment; therefore, an equipment detention will be given if 

forgotten. However, if you have any concerns regarding providing ingredients, please contact me as soon as 

possible on mdegge@beaulieuparkschool.com so that we can discuss a way forward. I am sure we will be able to 

resolve or help with any issues that may occur.   

 

I am delighted we are delivering practical lessons this term and am really looking forward to seeing the students in 

action. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Mrs Degge  

Head of Technology 
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